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External Walls and Facades

Wall To Wall

Vertical Panel

Base and Corner Details
FIXING AT SET CENTRES

STEEL PLATE

HDG STEEL PLATE

STEEL PLATE

STEEL HDG CHANNEL

REFER TO ENGINEER DRAWINGS FOR SPECIFICATIONS

EXTERNAL HORIZONTAL PANEL
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CONCRETE PANEL

WEATHER SEAL

POLYURETHANE SEALANT
STEEL ANGLE
ANGLE FIXED TO GIRT CONCEALED PANEL BRACKET

STEEL GIRT TO ENGINEERS SPECIFICATIONS

GIRT COMPONENT
M10 HDG THREADED ROD

STEEL BEAM TO ENGINEERS SPECIFICATIONS

GIRT COMPONENT
M10 HDG HEXAGON NUT

GIRT COMPONENT
M10 HDG HEXAGON NUT

VAPOUR SEAL APPLIED TO WARM SIDE

GIRT COMPONENT
M10 HDG HEXAGON NUT

GIRT COMPONENT
HDG STEEL WASHER

WATER SEAL POLYURETHANE SEALANT

GIRT COMPONENT
M10 UNIVERSAL BEAM CLAMP

GIRT COMPONENT
FIXING AT SET CENTRES

GIRT COMPONENT
M10 HDG THREADED ROD

GIRT COMPONENT
PVC CONDUIT SLEEVE

GIRT COMPONENT
HDG STEEL WASHER
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GIRT COMPONENT
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GIRT COMPONENT
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GIRT COMPONENT
COIL SPRING

GIRT COMPONENT
STEEL WASHER
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STEEL PLATE
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